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CHALLENGE
As young adults bear more responsibilities and enter into different milestones
in life, it becomes a skill to properly manage one's finance. With a plethora of

ways to make payments for their spendings from multiple credit cards to
contactless to Buy Now Pay Later, it is hard for young adults to keep track of

their spendings.
 

In recent years, these young adults are turning more towards a solution to not
just keep track of their expenditure but to budget and grow their finances. The

use of budgeting apps has therefore become more prevalent. 
 

However, despite the availability of many budgeting apps, many users do not
stick to using the apps due to lack of customization and the usage ended up
being more time-consuming for them to keep track of their expenditures.  



GOAL

Everybody is at a
different stage of life and
have a different way to
budget and categorize

their spendings.

Customizable
based on goals /

milestone

The app should be as
easy as jotting down on

pen and paper.

Simple to use

A seamless way to draw
expenditure figures from

banks / a quick way to
track receipts.

Easy tracking

The goal is to create an app using features that are user-
friendly, and less time-consuming to help young adults to

become more proficient in personal budgeting. 
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Conduct

research to

develop an

understanding

of our users.
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Generate a

range of

creative,

crazy ideas.
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Return to

our users for

feedbacks.
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Combine all our

research and

observations

where our users'

problems exist.

Build real,

tactile

representations

for a range of

our ideas.
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Put the

vision into

effect.

THE DESIGN THINKING PROCESS
 

Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test Implement



UNDERSTAND
Empathize. Define.
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RESEARCH
Market and Design Research



MARKET RESEARCH 
According to the latest data from Singapore's Department of Statistics, the average credit card debt of
Singaporean households is around S$1,956.  This records the ending credit card balance that remained
outstanding at the end of the month. This information is based on data collected between 1995 and
December 31, 2017.^

It is clear that there is an upward trend of 
credit card usage by Singaporeans. 

Source: 
^https://www.valuechampion.sg/average-household-debt-singapore

Average Credit Card Debt Per Capita in Singapore



MARKET RESEARCH 
A credit card is held by nearly three-quarters of Singaporeans. They’re
so popular that taking into account for those who hold multiple cards,
there are 1.62 credit cards per capita^. 

Credit card users utilize their cards at least three times every week, with
20% using them at least once per week. Do they, on the other hand,
keep track of their spending? 

According to a YouGov poll^, 57 percent of respondents believe credit
cards encourage excessive spending.

Credit Cards that promotes excessive spending

Source: 
^ https://www.finder.com/sg/credit-card-statistics



MARKET RESEARCH 
BNPL services (Buy Now Pay Later) enable purchasers to stretch the cost of a purchase over a few months
without paying interest, making even large-ticket products appear more accessible. The services are gaining
traction in Singapore. According to consulting company Coherent Market Insights, the global market for these
payment services is predicted to increase to almost $33.6 billion by 2027, up from $7.3 billion in 2019.

According to local BNPL firms, the majority of Singapore users are between the ages of 20 and 35,
demonstrating that younger people are breaking away from the traditional anti-debt ethos held by many
Southeast Asians. 

While most BNPL services are used for lower-value purchases, according to a 2020 research from financial
comparison site Finder, 27% of Singaporeans stated they were financially worse off as a result of a BNPL
purchase, and 9% indicated they had faced fines for missing payments.

Singapore Gen Zs are borrowing money too freely with BNPL Services

Source: 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-14/singapore-s-gen-z-are-borrowing-too-freely-central-bank-worries



EMPHATY
Survey & Understand



USER 
RESEARCH

age group, education level, marital status
spending habits

investments
short term and long term financial goals

current milestone in life

I conducted user interviews with 7 users living in Singapore to gather more
insights on how people actually spend. The users are from Generation Zs (age

group of 18-25) and Millennials (age of 26-38). 
 
 

Interviews were conducted remotely over Zoom and in person. The interview
involves the users talking about their:

 

 
The interview questions are designed to identify if budgeting apps are practical

for busy working adults and should they not be using an app, to find out the root
cause of what is deterring them from doing so.

 
The interview is also for us to understand more about their current mode of

tracking expenses and what are some of the shortfalls they are facing so that we
can grasp how we can design an app to fill in these gaps and loopholes.



USER 
RESEARCH

 
 Some of the interview topics/questions were:

 
1) What resources do you turn to when budgeting? 

 
2) Do you follow any savings/budgeting rules?

 
3) Do you prefer an online or offline way for budgeting? What is your

current method for tracking expenses?
 

4) What are the main 3 things you want to track for your personal
budgeting?

 
5) Have you heard of SGFinDex? How do you feel about it unifying all

your bank accounts together via Singpass?
 

6) What do you feel about an app that allows you to choose your next
milestone in life and is able to advise on the budgeting for that

milestone?
 

7) In your most ideal app, what are its most outstanding functions?
 



I grouped and cluster all the feedback and ideas into the same
category to find similar inputs by my users and also to find
unique feedbacks given.

ROUND 1:
AFFINITY
MAPPING



To deeply understand users, I put myself into the shoes of a user
to further capture who a user can be and to illustrate user
behaviours and attitudes.

ROUND 2:
EMPATHY
MAP



USER INSIGHTS

Flexible View Features
Users want an easy way to see their total
expenditure, yet also wants the flexibility
to see their expenditure across different
merchants.

Using Excel Instead of App
Users want the convenience of using just
pen, paper or excel to track their
expenses.

Security and Breach of
Persoanl Data
Users are conservative when it comes to
linking their bank / credit card statements
to the app.

 
 These are the key takeaways from the user interviews regarding budget apps.

 
 
 Automation

Users want the app to be able to collate
all their expenses across all their credit
cards and banks without having to
manually keying in their expenses.



PROBLEM
STATEMENT
My main target users are working
adults who may not have the time
to key in their expenditures
individually. They would very much
enjoy an app that can unify all their
expenses and income, so long as it
does not jeopardize their privacy
and security. 

How might we
encourage more
usage of online
budgeting apps so
that working adults
with different
milestones in life
find it convenient to
do their budgeting?



How might we personalize
users' experience in a
budgeting app so that they
are more inclined to track
their finances?

HMW
STATEMENT

How might we connect different
financial platforms so that any
user can have a seamless
experience?

How might we automate the
process of budgeting and tracking
expenditure so that busy users
have their budget automatically
planned out for them according to
their spending?

Other HMW Statements from ideation:







EXPLORE
Ideate. Prototype.



USER STORIES
I created user stories on Trello and conducted information
architecture card sorting. These cards are from likely
scenarios anticipated from users for using our budget app:

1) Input customised financial
goal 

2) Automatic update of spending
into the app and calculation with
predictive analysis

3) Clear overview of the
expenditures and savings

4) Resources on
recommendations based on the
users' milestone



COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

5 of the 5 apps have easy to read charts to illustrate some expenses and
transactions
4 of the 5 send reminders
2 of the 5 apps sync bank accounts automatically
0 out of the 5 apps has a function to read receipts or link credit card transacions

As most of my research users have not used a budgeting app before, I have decided to
find a few budget apps that are already in the market and picked out their key features.

Firstly, I dived into looking at finance, budget and habit-building apps and ended up
with 5 apps. I further filtered out the ones related to financial management, as well as
apps linked to banks.

From there on, I looked for their current features and the overall experience with some
of them. Here are some of the notable features that I have found:



If users are at a different milestone of their life,
instead of leaving the app to obtain information
for their budgeting, they can make use of the
advice built in the app.

Lack of advice / educational
content

It may be a hassle for users to key in their
expenditures individually and can be time-
consuming. 

Manual entering of expenditures

SGFinDex is backed by Monetary Authority of
Singapore and makes use of Singapore's "national
digital identity and centrally managed online
consent system".

Linking to SGFinDex for banking
apps

COMPETITOR
ANALYSIS
From my research, these are some of
the findings from the competitor apps.



MOSCOW PRIORTISATION
To further understand
which are the most
important features, I
did a MoSCoW card
sorting to split the
suggested features
into 4 categories
(MVP, Should-Have,
Could-Have, and Not-
Needed). 

Before creating a
sitemap and lo-fi
prototype, this assists
me to gauge which
features I should be
focusing on and which
to ignore. 



KEY
FEATURES

Syncing of bank
accounts

Predictive analysis
for their milestones

Cash inflow and
cash outflow access

Accessible
transaction creation

Funds and Expenses
categorization



SITE MAP 
I have created a site map for better visualization of connecting different pages of the app. This way, I would
be able to create a smoother navigation flow.

As the purpose of the app is to allow customisations for working adults, I have split my site map into 2. One
for the onboarding process, and one for the main page.

At this stage I asked
the user to set his
milestone first
because this
information is critical
for him to observe
how his inflow and
outflow of cash is
affecting his milestone
and goals. 



SITE MAP 
This second sitemap depicts the navigation flow of the user after the onboarding process. 



DESIGN
Design & Iterariton



CRAZY 8S SKETCHES

8 ideas, 
      8 minutes



MID FIDELITY PROTOTYPE

Figma Link to Mid Fidelity Prototype
 

Onboarding
 

To make sense of the site map created, I solve the issue with greyscale wireframes and brainstormed
various possibilities, and created mid-fidelity wireframes on Figma and prototypes to test.

https://www.figma.com/file/ysadLjDiz0MoXfT6XkgOvb/Ezybudget-Mid-Fi?node-id=0%3A1


MID FIDELITY PROTOTYPE

Figma Link to Mid Fidelity Prototype
 

General Flow

https://www.figma.com/file/ysadLjDiz0MoXfT6XkgOvb/Ezybudget-Mid-Fi?node-id=0%3A1


MID FIDELITY PROTOTYPE

Figma Link to Mid Fidelity Prototype
 

Details

https://www.figma.com/file/ysadLjDiz0MoXfT6XkgOvb/Ezybudget-Mid-Fi?node-id=0%3A1


USERABILITY
TESTING
Mid-Fi Prototype

With the Mid-Fi, I conducted 1 round of usability testing with those who
usually use Excel for their expense tracking. The idea is to see if the users
find the app user-friendly and convenient enough to convert to using the
app instead of using Excel.

In conclusion, from round 1 of testing, it can be concluded that the users find
the app useful but for someone who is not tech savy, it can be a little
intimidating to use at first especially when the home page has so many
sections. 

As such, I have decided to make the home page menu customisable, similar
to a dashboard, on the segments that only the users want to see.

The home page has too much information and can be quite
cluttered 

A tutorial is definitely needed for users to learn how to
navigate around the app

Receipt camera page should allow users to upload photos as
well

Areas for Improvement:

 



MOOD 
BOARD
Concept

The mood is to exude an earthy
theme with three-dimensional
elements and a monochrome
base with a pop of magenta
colour.



STYLE 
GUIDE

Font Face Logo

Colour Palette



HIGH FIDELITY PROTOTYPE
Incorporating the colour schemes into the mood board, this is the final look.

Figma Link to High Fidelity Prototype
 

I have limit to only one main high contrast colour
while keeping the rest of the screens and buttons
neutral to facilitate users to scan things better
and perform faster options.

I strive to achieve visual consistency by keeping
the interface to its bare minimum without
compromising the content of the page. This will
allow the user to navigate through the app easily. 

https://www.figma.com/file/FKV7rBpEPHkjJx6CvAYo1x/Ezybudget-Hi-Fi?node-id=0%3A1


Figma Link to High Fidelity Prototype
 

One of the core functions of the
app is to allow users to link to their
banks via SGFinDex which will
potentially reduce the volume of
manual entries of the user's
expenditure.

Based on our user research earlier
on, users also want to have the
ability to customize their financial
goals and milestones in the app.
Therefore, during the onboarding
process, the users are allowed to
choose their milestone and also set
their first financial goal.

ONBOARDING

https://www.figma.com/file/FKV7rBpEPHkjJx6CvAYo1x/Ezybudget-Hi-Fi?node-id=0%3A1


Figma Link to High Fidelity Prototype
 

The main portion of the home page
allow users to add in income and
also quickly understand the
progress of their milestone. 

Other sections of the main page
depicts the user monthly cash flow,
financial goals, and a shortcut to
their expenses. 

The user can also customize what
they want to view on the home
page (ie. a certain expense
category, or a reminder for their
payments). 

HOME PAGE

https://www.figma.com/file/FKV7rBpEPHkjJx6CvAYo1x/Ezybudget-Hi-Fi?node-id=0%3A1


Figma Link to High Fidelity Prototype
 

The navigation bar at the bottom is 
kept minimal with just 3 buttons.
The center focal button is the plus
sign for users to add their
transactions manually for
transactions that are not linked
from their credit cards / SGFindex
such as cash transactions. 

Transactions can also be filtered
and further split into merchant
view and category view. 

DETAILS

https://www.figma.com/file/FKV7rBpEPHkjJx6CvAYo1x/Ezybudget-Hi-Fi?node-id=0%3A1


MATERIALIZE
Test. Implement.



USERABILITY
TESTING
Objectives

Gather feedback on the look and feel of the app 
Ease of navigation without any guidance or prompts 
Potential lapses in the user flow 
What the users feel is missing from the prototype
Relevance of the key features to the user's goals 

After the first round of testing using the mid-fi prototype, I went with a
second round of user testing. I further tested and validated the design
and flow of the prototype with 3 different users through remote testing
on Zoom.

The idea is to show the user the app from start to finish as if they are an
actual user of the app. The zoom session is to understand their motive
of using the app, convenience as well as potential frustrations they may
face with the app. The users are to navigate the app without any
guidance. 

From there, I split my questions into General and Technical questions. 

Objective:



USERABILITY TESTING
Feedbacks from Users

Likes Dislikes Future Possibilities

The app seems
comprehensive. 

The scanning of receipt
function and linking to banks
are very helpful and time-
efficient. 

Visualisation of expenses by
categories is unique and
useful.

The colour scheme is
pleasing to the eye.

To have a separate page to have
an overview of all the expense
categories.

Ability to set deadlines for goals.

Improved security on the app to
secure the data such as OTP or
facial recognition. 

Gamification for reaching goals.

Generating a separate monthly
report.

There may be a lot going on,
too many pages. 

Some features may not be
intuitive. 

Unsure of how secure the app.

Unable to set a deadline for the
financial goals.



KEY TAKEAWAYS
Reflections

This course has been very insightful for me as it was my first foray into the world of UX. I learned how to create a
proper UX case study and have learned the different methodologies to explore, define, ideate. The process of

creating a prototype on Figma has been the most fun for me even though it is the most time-consuming. 

It was also my first interaction with Miro and Trello which can be very useful for not just UX but in my full time job
and project management as well. The interviews and usability tests also ran smoothly and allowed me to get a lot

of feedback that helped with improving my prototype.  I was quite surprised by users being open and eager to
feedback during interviews and user testing.

As with all projects, I did face a few challenges and one of which was that time was not by my side as I am working
full-time. Furthermore, it was tricky to interview users without deviating from the questions set forth during the
interview planning. It can be difficult to stay focused and on track. Interviewing users is a skill that needs to be

practiced. Overall, I am grateful to have attended this UX Bootcamp and wish to further improve this case study
and make this into my actual portfolio.



CONTACT ME
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-ng-pui-
shan/

Email:
michelle_168@hotmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-ng-pui-shan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-ng-pui-shan/
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https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOV0DKL4=/?invite_link_id=516450685715
https://trello.com/invite/b/WHouOPX7/2a699ae78dbada3c4b00ee84b3c34b83/ux-capstone
https://www.figma.com/file/ysadLjDiz0MoXfT6XkgOvb/Ezybudget-Mid-Fi?node-id=0%3A1
https://www.figma.com/file/FKV7rBpEPHkjJx6CvAYo1x/Ezybudget-Hi-Fi?node-id=0%3A1

